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We present a survey to evaluate crypto-political, crypto-economic, and crypto-
governance sentiment in people who are part of a blockchain ecosystem. Based
on 3,710 survey responses, we describe their beliefs, attitudes, and modes of
participation in crypto and investigate how self-reported political affiliation and
blockchain ecosystem affiliation are associated with these. We observed
polarization in questions on perceptions of the distribution of economic
power, personal attitudes towards crypto, normative beliefs about the
distribution of power in governance, and external regulation of blockchain
technologies. Differences in political self-identification correlated with opinions
on economic fairness, gender equity, decision-making power and how to obtain
favorable regulation, while blockchain affiliation correlated with opinions on
governance and regulation of crypto and respondents’ semantic conception of
crypto and personal goals for their involvement. We also find that a theory-driven
constructed political axis is supported by the data and investigate the possibility of
other groupings of respondents or beliefs arising from the data.
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1 Introduction

As blockchain technology has evolved over more than a decade, cryptocurrencies and
crypto-economic systems have had a growing impact on the world. Millions of people have
involved themselves in crypto1: as of 2021, around 15 percent of American adults have
reported owning cryptocurrency (Perrin, 2021), and many other countries have even higher
adoption rates (Buchholz, 2021). The past few years have seen the growth of decentralized
apps and the crypto startup industry. Correspondingly, governments are beginning to take
regulatory actions. Also, even as blockchain ecosystems move towards less computationally-
intensive consensus mechanisms, the ongoing environmental impact of blockchain use
is huge.

Given the impact of crypto-economic activity on individuals and on shared resources, it
is increasingly important to understand how its users are relating to the technology. While
the hard data of cryptocurrency transactions and account balances is often publicly available
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by design, users’ motivations for engaging with crypto are more
opaque. There is little existing data on the stated beliefs or attitudes
of the variety of people using blockchain technologies. What do
blockchain users believe about the economic, political, and social
relevance of crypto? While there has been attention to the attitudes
of the general population towards cryptocurrencies and blockchain
technology (Perrin, 2021; Global State of Crypto, 2022), there is also
a need to understand the beliefs of active participants of blockchain
ecosystems.

Just as technologies such as the internet have been shaped by and
in turn shaped social, political, and regulatory landscapes, so might
crypto. But a technology is a tool used by a person: it embodies its
user’s intent and mediates its user’s interactions with others and the
world. Understanding who is using crypto, how they are using it, and
why they are using it the way that they are is essential for
understanding how it interacts with existing institutions and
other social technologies. In particular, the question of
governance of blockchain technology is fundamental to the
theory and ideology of blockchain. The place of governance in
crypto can be traced back to its earliest roots (Brunton, 2020), and
remains in active tension today (Reijers et al., 2021). Understanding
the motivations of its adherents becomes ever more critical as
developments in crypto stretch existing organizational and
institutional theories (Allen, 2019; Kavanagh and Ennis, 2020;
Filippi and Santolini, 2022).

What do blockchain ecosystem participants believe about how
the technology is being—or should be—developed, used, and
regulated? Are there discrete types of crypto contributors, or is
there a spectrum of beliefs? What specific beliefs are most relevant in
distinguishing respondents between types or along axes? This work
is a first step in the development of a framework for thinking about
this spectrum or grouping of beliefs in crypto.

We report the results of a large-scale survey of participants in the
blockchain economy. The survey was designed to shed light on
respondents’ socioeconomic and sociopolitical beliefs relating to
crypto, economic modes of engagement with crypto, and attitudes
towards governance of blockchain technology. We describe the
distributions of these responses and their relationships to self-
reported political ideology and specific crypto ecosystems such as
Bitcoin and Ethereum.

We also evaluate the survey instrument itself: Are the questions
able to assess distinct and relevant facets of beliefs? Can we identify
underlying factors which describe broader groupings of beliefs?
Using factor analysis methods, we find that a political axis and
corresponding typology, informed by the Pew Research Center’s
Political Typology Quiz, meaningfully describes variation between
respondents.

2 Background

While there is no existing political theory of crypto per se, there
are substantial ethnographic studies of crypto communities (and
related digital communities) that address the political dimensions
of crypto. For example, ethnographic studies have informed the
creation of a proposed political typology of blockchain projects
(Husain et al., 2020), reflecting earlier ideas on the “intrinsic”
political values of technical artifacts (Winner, 1980). In this vein,

cryptocurrencies have been characterized as realizations of crypto-
anarchist values such as privacy and autonomy (Chohan, 2017;
Beltramini, 2021), following in the footsteps of earlier cypherpunk
writings (Hughes, 1993; May 1994) as well as the original Bitcoin
whitepaper (Nakamoto, 2008). Other ethnographies have
described issues of on- and off-chain governance (Filippi and
Loveluck, 2016) and the political motivations and cultural
context of projects such as Bitcoin (Golumbia, 2016) and
Ethereum (Brody and Couture, 2021).

A previous industry survey, conducted by CoinDesk in 2018,
contained several questions related to politics and governance
(Bauerle and Ryan, 2018; Ryan, 2018), though the questions
focused more specifically on individual projects and topical
questions such as reactions to SEC rulings on the securitization
status of Ethereum.

Distinct from questions about political values, governance of
blockchain projects—including the relationship between
blockchains and traditional governments—is one of the most
salient and polarizing questions in crypto, one that has led to the
creation, forking, and dissolution of many projects. While we cannot
recount all the major positions here (some of which are reflected in
the survey itself; see “Methodology”), there is a broad distinction
between approaches that emphasize on-chain governance and those
that emphasize off-chain governance. A number of academic
analyses have studied these different approaches to blockchain
governance (Reijers et al., 2016; Zwitter and Hazenberg, 2020;
Hofman et al., 2021; Honkanen et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2021; van
Pelt et al., 2021; Alston et al., 2022), along with a vastly greater
number of industry manifestos and opinion pieces (Szabo, 1996;
Zamfir, 2019).

3 Methodology

3.1 Survey questions

The survey consists of 19 questions related to respondents’
crypto-related beliefs and activities, with three types of questions
interspersed: those eliciting opinions about the political
dimensions of crypto activity (“crypto-political”), those
eliciting economics opinions (“crypto-economic”), and those
eliciting attitudes about the governance of crypto projects
(“crypto-governance”). All questions were multiple choice,
with 2–4 possible selections, and the respondent could opt not
to answer (Supplementary Table S1).

The survey questions and provided choices included both a
formal portion drawing from existing political survey instruments
and amore exploratory portion intended to elicit beliefs relevant to a
general crypto-political typology. In particular, a few of the
questions selected (Q11–13, Q15, Q19), were based on questions
from Pew’s Political Typology Quiz (Nadeem, 2021) and intended to
relate to political sentiment. Other questions (e.g., Q1, Q17) were
developed in collaboration with a number of community members
in crypto, drawing on the culture, memes, and references common
in crypto. Altogether, the content was designed to elicit respondents’
primary modes of economic engagement with crypto, their political
sentiment, and opinions as to how crypto communities themselves
should be governed.
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3.2 Construction of political “types” and
identification of “axes” of belief

Our choice to identify separate “axes” of economic, political, and
governance beliefs were based on discussion with community
members and in analogy to existing classifications such as the
traditional “left-right” political axis. For one of these, the political
axis, we also leveraged our study design to group and relate
questions more directly by defining a continuous construct
intended to assess respondents’ crypto-political leanings. We
identified a subset of questions as most relevant to political
orientation, and computed a score for each participant by
summing the responses to these questions (coded with values in
the range (–1, 2) as described in Supplementary Table S1) in analogy
to the Pew methodology (Nadeem, 2021). The lowest and highest
scores on this political “axis” were designed to highlight extreme
positions of collectivist and anarcho-capitalist approaches to using
blockchain technology. Five discrete types were defined by
thresholds in the score according to Supplementary Table S2:
Crypto-anarcho-capitalist, crypto-libertarian, centrist, crypto-
communitarian, and crypto-leftist; these types were developed
both with definitions from the Pew typologies and with input
from the community.

3.3 Recruitment

We relied on a convenience (self-selected) sample of participants
in the crypto community. Participants were recruited by distributing
the survey through blockchain-focused forums and listservs,
conferences (LisCon and ETHDenver), social media posts, and
articles published on blockchain-focused news sites.

We motivated voluntary participant engagement with two
strategies. We presented the survey as a quiz that assigned
respondents one out of an entertaining typology of “types” on
the basis of their responses (“crypto-leftist,” “cryptopunk,” etc.)
immediately upon completion of the survey. Stylized as “factions”,
the crypto-political types corresponded to the political types we
defined based on the Pew typology, while the crypto-economic and
crypto-governance types were constructed by using thresholds to
partition respondents into five ad hoc types (for more detail, see of
the Supplementary Section S1.1). We also incentivized survey
completion with the opportunity to receive a non-fungible token
(NFT) corresponding to their assigned “type”, contingent upon their
provision of a valid Ethereum wallet address or ENS name.

3.4 Analysis

To survey the overall landscape of crypto-political beliefs, we
observed the distribution of choices selected by respondents. We
aggregated these responses for each question, including the null
response of no choice selected, and computed the margins of error
for a 95% confidence interval, assuming a random sample of the
population.

To investigate how political self-identification and participation
in specific blockchain ecosystems related to beliefs, we grouped
participants by their responses to the corresponding questions. We

then determined which questions displayed a statistically significant
difference in the distribution of responses between these groups.

We also wanted to understand which questions were most
meaningful in differentiating respondents. To this end, we first
performed a check on the extent to which each question
measured a distinct belief by computing the correlation between
responses to different questions as Cramer’s V (a version of
Pearson’s chi-squared statistic scaled to provide a measure of
association). Then we used principal component analysis (PCA)
to identify which of the 48 choices provided across 17 questions
explained the most variance between respondents. Specifically, we
looked at the component loading for each feature, i.e., contribution
to the first principal component.

For use with PCA, we normalized the feature data (shifted to a
mean of 0 with unit variance). Note that for questions where only
two choices were provided, the alternative answer contributed with
equal magnitude (though opposite sign). We omitted questions
2 and 19, relating to specific blockchain ecosystems. We also
omitted answers from respondents that did not answer all questions.

We also wished to evaluate to what extent our crypto-political
types, delineated from the political score we defined, corresponded
with patterns in beliefs across respondents. From the PCA results,
we can identify to what extent the assigned types or classes directly
correlate with any of the first few components.

4 Results

4.1 Responses and respondents

Between 27 September 2021 and 4 March 2022, the survey
received 3,710 responses. In 3,418 (92%) of these, all questions were
answered. For questions presented to all respondents, the percentage
of respondents who chose not to answer each question was between
0.5% and 1.5% across all questions. The survey took on average
8 min and 40 s to complete.

4.2 Responses to questions: Political,
economic, and governance attitudes

Overall, respondents were varied in their perceptions of the
distribution of economic power in crypto and their personal
attitudes towards crypto. They were also split between the most
common responses to two questions on the distribution of power in
governance of crypto. There was somewhat more agreement on
broad beliefs towards external regulation of crypto, though
respondents disagreed on some of the specifics and in matters of
degree. The largest majorities were observed in questions relating to
the social implications of crypto.

Perceptions of the distribution of economic power in crypto
were closely split between the two choices provided for each
question (Figure 1). By a few percentage points, a slightly higher
proportion of respondents believed that most crypto teams make “a
fair and reasonable amount of profit” rather than “too much profit”
(Q11, Figure 1A) and that the economic system in crypto “is
generally fair to most of its participants” rather than “unfairly
favors powerful interests” (Q12, Figure 1B). A majority (58%)
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believed that “most people who want to get ahead in crypto can
make it if they’re willing to work hard” (Q13, Figure 1C).

Personal attitudes towards crypto were also diverse
(Figure 2). Respondents were divided on whether they
regarded crypto as “mainly a political philosophy and/or
lifestyle” or “mainly an economic technology”, with a slight
majority favoring the latter (Q3, Figure 2A). There was no
majority in respondents’ goals for their own involvement in
crypto: the most common goal was “to create social change
and/or disrupt the industry” (39%), followed by “to make as
much money as possible” (29%) (Q4, Figure 2B).

Normative beliefs about the distribution of power in governance
of crypto appear to be in some tension (Figure 3). Most respondents
favored a “crypto-native” approach to the governance of crypto,
with 45% believing that “most or all cryptogovernance should be on-
chain” and 30% believing “crypto does not need (human)
governance” (Q5, Figure 3A). However, a majority of
respondents believed that “a wide variety of on- and off-chain
stakeholders” should have decision-making power over a
blockchain (though the next most common response was “the
token holders and/or node operators, i.e., voters, as determined
by the protocol”) (Q16, Figure 3B). Note that while the most

FIGURE 1
Responses to (A) question 11 (B) question 12, and (C) question 13 on perceptions of the distribution of economic power in crypto, with 95%
confidence intervals. Though optimistic beliefs about the current state of crypto-economics were slightly more prevalent, dissatisfaction with the fair
distribution and attainability of crypto-economic wealth was nearly as frequent.
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common responses to each of these questions are not incompatible,
their coexistence indicates a possible tension in the community
between maximizing on-chain governance and empowering off-
chain stakeholders.

Regarding external regulation of blockchain technologies,
respondents were somewhat more consistent (Figure 4). A
majority of respondents believed at least some good will come of
government regulation of crypto, though nearly 40% asserted that

FIGURE 2
Responses to (A) question 3 and (B) question 4 on personal attitudes towards blockchain, with 95% confidence intervals. Together, these responses
show that both a desire for sociopolitical change and an interest in personal financial gain were common factors in participants’ interest in blockchain
technologies.

FIGURE 3
Responses to (A) question 5 and (B) question 16 on blockchain governance, with 95% confidence intervals.

FIGURE 4
Responses to (A) question 7 and (B) question 14 on external regulation of blockchain technologies, with 95% confidence intervals.
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“government regulation of crypto will almost always do more harm
than good” (Q7, Figure 4A). In line with the above, when asked what
the most important thing the crypto community can do to get more
favorable regulation of cryptocurrencies from national
governments, a plurality of respondents sought a cooperative
relationship with government, choosing to “work hand-in-hand
with regulators to identify a solution that works for both
government and industry,” versus adopting an evasive approach
to “adapt our technology and practices in order to minimize
potential conflicts with the law” or even an antagonistic one to
“mount a public pressure campaign on politicians” or to “keep doing
what we’re doing, legal or not” (Q14, Figure 4B). Also, more than
three-quarters of respondents believed that “having a central bank
run a cryptocurrency is a bad idea” (Q8). Overall, though a majority
of respondents were willing to accept or even collaborate on
regulation, large minorities strongly disagreed, and distaste for
direct government involvement in implementations of crypto
technology was common.

On the social implications of crypto, most respondents were in
agreement, believing that blockchain and DeFi are “beneficial
technologies that, on balance, will help most members of society”
(Q10). Even so, more than a quarter of respondents believed that
crypto “has a gender problem” (Q15). Also, around a quarter of
respondents indicated privacy is “the most important feature of
blockchain and crypto” (Q6).

We asked two additional questions on political orientation and
blockchain ecosystem affiliation (Figure 5). Only 14 percent of
respondents considered themselves “conservative or right-wing”
(532 respondents) with the remaining participants split equally
(with no statistically significant difference) between “liberal or
left-wing” (1,550) and “neither” (1,599; Q18, Figure 5A). Nearly
all participants (97%) stated an affiliation with at least one
blockchain ecosystem or community (Q19, Figure 5B),
supporting our use of this dataset to focus on users of blockchain
technology (rather than the general public). In particular, of the
3,591 respondents who indicated affiliation with at least one
blockchain, 2,175 (61%) selected affiliation with Ethereum and
1,120 (31%) with Bitcoin (Figure 5B). Note that these are not
mutually exclusive groups (789 indicated affiliation with both);
furthermore, though a majority of respondents only specified one

affiliation, less than a quarter believe that “there is one (layer 1)
blockchain that is the best” (Q1). In the following two subsections,
we discuss the relation of these distributions with respondents’
beliefs in more depth.

The distribution of responses for the questions not covered in
this section are included in the Supplementary Material
(Supplementary Figures S1–S4).

4.3 Differences between respondents by
self-reported political orientation

To examine the differences in opinion between the left-of-
center, right-of-center, and unaligned groups, we compared the
distribution of answers selected by respondents affiliated with each
group (Q18). We found that perceptions of economic fairness and
gender equity elicited the clearest differences between the three
political orientation groups, with economic fairness especially
differentiating left-of-center respondents from the other two
groups. Beliefs about governance, regulation, and personal goals
in crypto differentiated right-of-center respondents from the other
two groups. Differences between political orientation groups were
ubiquitous: all but one question had at least one statistically
significant difference between the responses groups.

The economic fairness questions (Q11, Q12, and Q13) were
among those with the greatest differentiation between the three
groups. Somewhat surprisingly, unlike non-aligned and right-of-
center respondents, a majority of left-of-center respondents believe
that “most crypto teams make a fair and reasonable amount of
profit” (Q11) and “the economic system in crypto is generally fair to
most of its participants” (Q12, Figure 6). Though a majority of both
right-of-center and non-aligned respondents believed instead that
“the economic system in crypto unfairly favors powerful interests”,
right-of-center respondents were more likely than non-aligned
respondents to choose this answer (Q12). However, left-of-center
respondents were more likely than right-of-center or non-aligned
respondents to believe that “hard work and determination are no
guarantees of success” in crypto (Q13).

Question 12 was one of three questions for which all three
groups had a statistically different distribution of responses. Another

FIGURE 5
Responses to (A) question 18 on political orientation and (B) question 19 on blockchain ecosystem affiliations, with 95% confidence intervals.
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was on gender equity: Right-of-center respondents were least likely
to believe “crypto has a gender problem,” non-aligned respondents
somewhat more likely, and left-of-center respondents most likely,
with about half of left-of-center respondents selecting this answer
(Q15). This spread shows that self-reported political alignment
relates to not only economic but also social issues in the use of
blockchain technology.

Differences also arose between the groups in the most common
answer to questions on decision-making power and how to obtain
favorable regulation. When asked who should hold decision-making
power over a blockchain, right-of-center respondents were more
likely to choose “the token holders and/or node operators” than “a
wide variety of on- and off-chain stakeholders”; the reverse was true
for left-of-center and non-aligned respondents, with left-of-center

respondents more likely than other respondents to choose a variety
of stakeholders (Q16, Figure 7). Concerning how to obtain favorable
regulation, left-of-center and non-aligned respondents were most
likely to choose “work hand-in-hand with regulators” out of the
available choices, and more likely to do so than right-of-center
respondents; In contrast, right-of-center respondents were, within
confidence intervals, evenly split between three of the four available
choices (Q14).

Other statistically significant differences occurred in the
distribution of responses, where one of the three groups differed
from the other two. Right-of-center respondents were most likely to
choose “make as much money as possible” as their goal and less
likely to select “create social change and/or disrupt the industry”; the
reverse was true for left-of-center and non-aligned respondents

FIGURE 6
Responses, grouped by self-reported political affiliation, to question 12 on crypto-economic fairness, with 95% confidence intervals. Taken together
with questions 11 and 13, this distribution shows that left-of-center respondents overall held a different set of beliefs about wealth distribution and
economic opportunity than other respondents.

FIGURE 7
Responses, grouped by self-reported political affiliation, to question 16 on decision-making power, with 95% confidence intervals. Together with
question 14, this distribution indicates that right-of-center respondents were more likely than other respondents to hold beliefs aligned with minimizing
external influence on blockchain governance and development.
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(Q4). However, left-of-center respondents were less likely than
others to believe crypto needs to prioritize “building art and
community” to grow (Q9). Also, a smaller proportion of left-of-
center respondents than other respondents believed that privacy is
“the most important feature of blockchain” (Q6). Left-of-center
respondents were less likely to believe that “crypto does not need
(human) governance,” while non-aligned respondents were less
likely to believe “however crypto governs itself, it should also be
regulated by the government” (Q5). Left-of-center respondents were
also more polarized on government regulation: they were less likely
to believe it “can do some good,” andmore likely to believe it is either
“critical to protect the public interest” or “will always do more harm
than good” (Q7).

4.4 Differences between respondents by
Bitcoin and Ethereum affiliation

At present, dynamics in the crypto community are largely driven
by actors in two ecosystems: Bitcoin and Ethereum. To examine
differences in opinion between the 61% of respondents affiliated
with Ethereum and the 31% (non-exclusive) affiliated with Bitcoin,
we compared the distribution of answers selected by respondents
affiliated with each of the two blockchains. We found an overall
quite similar distribution of responses regardless of affiliation, with a
few statistically significant differences arising in beliefs about
cryptogovernance, the semantics of the term crypto, personal
goals in crypto, and stated political orientation.

Governance and regulation of crypto were a key topic
distinguishing Bitcoin affiliates from Ethereum affiliates
(Figure 8). Bitcoin affiliation was associated with a higher
likelihood of believing that “crypto does not need (human)
governance” (Q5, Figure 8A) and that “token holders and/or
node operators” should have decision-making power over a
blockchain, whereas Ethereum was associated with “a wide
variety of on- and off-chain stakeholders” (Q16, Figure 8B).
Somewhat surprisingly, Bitcoin affiliation was also associated
with a higher likelihood of believing that government regulation
of crypto “can do some good” (Q7), although there was no
statistically significant difference in opinions on how to obtain
favorable regulation (Q14). Thus, it appears that Bitcoin

affiliation is associated with a higher rate of wanting to maximize
on-chain governance but also of tolerance of external regulation,
perhaps in particular that which “can help force blockchains to
become more decentralized,” as is included in the wording of
question 7.

Respondents’ semantic conception of crypto and their personal
goals for their involvement also had some relation to blockchain
affiliation: Bitcoin affiliation was associated with a higher likelihood
of believing “crypto is mainly an economic technology” (Q3) and
identifying with the statement “my goal in crypto is to make as much
money as possible” (Q4). Ethereum affiliation was associated with a
higher likelihood of believing that “the economic system in crypto
unfairly favors powerful interests” (Q12) and that “crypto has a
gender problem” (Q15).

For question 18 on political orientation, Bitcoin affiliation
correlated with a higher likelihood of selecting “conservative or
right-wing” and lower likelihood of selecting “neither” (Figure 9).
There was no statistically significant difference between the
proportions of respondents who chose “liberal or left-wing”.
Given that we were interested in analyzing blockchain affiliation
separately from stated political orientation, we additionally checked
for the strength of association between Q18 and a reduced version of
Q19 with the options “Bitcoin”, “Ethereum”, and “Neither” (not
mutually exclusive). Cramer’s V was low (less than 0.15) for all
combinations of responses, indicating at most very weak association
between the two questions (Supplementary Figure S5). This gives us
confidence that Bitcoin and Ethereum affiliation were not strongly
associated with stated political orientation.

4.5 Validation of survey instrument

To assess any correlations between responses to different
questions, we computed the correlation matrix for all pairs of
questions (Supplementary Figure S6). Of the 153 unique pairs,
most showed little if any association (V < 0.1); the strength of
association was weak for 52 questions (0.1≤V < 0.3), and one
question pair related to wealth distribution (Q11–Q12) showed a
moderate strength of association (0.33). The prevalence of weak or
no association between distinct questions supports our assertion
that each question addresses a distinct facet of a respondent’s beliefs

FIGURE 8
Responses, grouped by blockchain affiliation, to (A) question 5 and (B) question 16 on blockchain governance, with 95% confidence intervals. These
distributions indicate that Bitcoin affiliates were more likely to favor a narrow definition of governance and its participants.
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or actions. This allows us to assess the relative importance of the
specific statements provided in the answer choices to explain
differences between respondents.

4.6 Feature selection and factor analysis

To identify the beliefs which most contributed to explaining
variance between respondents and to test our hypothesis, we
computed the PCA vectors for individual choices (features) and
examined the first principal component. Beliefs above a threshold of
magnitude 0.18, corresponding to the loading each response would
have if all questions contributed equally to the component, were
labeled as important. The features with the largest contributions to
the first principal component were the following (listed in
descending order of importance).

- “The economic system in crypto unfairly favors powerful
interests.” (Q12)

- “Crypto has a gender problem.” (Q15)
- “Government regulation of crypto will almost always do more
harm than good.” (Q7)

- “[I consider myself] liberal or left-wing.” (Q18)
- “Crypto teams make too much profit.” (Q11)
- “In crypto, hard work and determination are no guarantee of
success for most people.” (Q13)

- “However crypto governs itself, it should also be regulated by
the government.” (Q5)

- “Blockchain and DeFi are predatory technologies that, on
balance, will harm most members of society.” (Q10)

All three questions relating to wealth distribution and economic
fairness (Q11–13) contributed more to explaining variance than
most other questions. Polarized opinions on government regulation
(Q5 and Q7) and one specific political affiliation (Q18) also featured

here. Altogether, 5 of the 8 questions that we had coded as defining
an axis of political belief had a large contribution to this leading
component.

The same analysis can be done for the remaining principal
components. The features with the largest component loading for
the next two principal components are “Privacy is the most
important feature of blockchain and crypto” (Q6) for the second
principal component and “Crypto is mainly a political philosophy
and/or lifestyle” (Q3) for the third. These choices, and their
corresponding questions, are therefore among the more salient in
explaining variance between respondents.

Altogether, however, the variance explained by only the first few
components was relatively low (21% for the first three components)
and less than 10% was explained by the first component alone.
Taken together with weak associations between questions as
described in Supplementary Section S4.5, this implies that the
number of latent variables required to describe respondents’
beliefs is large. Indeed, factor analysis using PCA and feature
agglomeration yielded a null result, meaning that features did not
cluster into a few interpretable groupings (see the Supplementary
Section S1.3). Even so, we find that the first principal component
axis corroborates a theory-first constructed axis, as described in the
following section.

4.7 Validation of constructed crypto-
political axis

For each respondent, a political score was calculated using the
values in Supplementary Table S1 and a type was assigned according
to the score thresholds described in Supplementary Table S2. The
feature selection and factor analysis results can be used to evaluate
the validity of this constructed crypto-political axis.

The distribution of scores and types assigned to participants who
completed the survey is shown in Figure 10. On the left-of-center

FIGURE 9
Responses, grouped by blockchain affiliation, to question 18 on self-reported political affiliation, with 95% confidence intervals. While there was a
statistically significant difference between affiliates of the two blockchains in identifying as right-of-center or non-aligned, Cramer’s V indicates that the
strength of association between blockchain affiliation and political orientation was low.
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side, 20% of respondents were identified as “crypto-communitarian”
or “crypto-leftist”, while 9% of respondents were given the “crypto-
centrist” label. The most commonly assigned type was the “crypto-
libertarian” types, with nearly half of respondents receiving this
designation; overall, right-of-center types (“crypto-libertarian” and
“crypto-anarcho-capitalist”) dominated with 71% of respondents.
This distribution is unimodal, low skewness, and centered around
the median possible score. However, because the range of possible
scores was not centered around zero, we find that a majority of
respondents were labeled as crypto-politically “right-of-center”. For
a summary of how this distribution differed with political self-
identification and blockchain affiliation, of the Supplementary
Section S1.2.

Partitioning the respondents by the types we identified for them,
and plotting them in the first three PCA components, we find, again,
that the first principal component succeeds at capturing the political
dimension of respondent variation, while the next two components
are less informative (Figure 11). The low overlap between the

interquartile ranges for adjacent types indicates that the
continuous construct we defined and the defined types which
discretize it help to explain differences between respondents’
beliefs. Thus, the constructed political axis seems to reflect true
variation in the population and may be of use in future work
characterizing the ideological structure of the crypto community.

5 Discussion

Though optimistic beliefs about the current state of
cryptoeconomics were slightly more prevalent, the survey
responses indicate nearly as much dissatisfaction with the fair
distribution and attainability of cryptoeconomic wealth. Both a
desire for sociopolitical change and an interest in personal
financial gain were common factors in participants’ interest in
blockchain technologies. Respondents generally were optimistic
about the social potential of blockchain technology, with some

FIGURE 10
Distribution of assigned crypto-political scores and corresponding sentiment types. Despite a 14% minority of respondents identifying as
ideologically conservative or right-wing, our measure placed 71% in the right-of-center libertarian and anarchocapitalist categories.

FIGURE 11
Box plots showing the distribution of values for each political type along each of the first three principal components produced by PCA, with the
mean scores indicated by a white triangle. There is essentially no overlap between crypto-leftist and crypto-ancap types for component 0.
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having reservations about its gender equity and some focusing on its
privacy implications. Overall, though amajority of respondents were
willing to accept or even collaborate on regulation, large minorities
strongly disagreed, and distaste for direct government involvement
in implementations of crypto technology was common.

Despite low rates of respondents’ self-identification with
“conservative or right-wing” politics, we observed a prevalence of
right-of-center crypto-political types. A broadly similar distribution
was observed in a CoinDesk report published in 2018 (Ryan, 2018).
The discrepancy between general political self-identification and our
crypto-specific labeling bears further investigation. It may relate to
an association of the term “conservative” with social conservatism,
whereas crypto-libertarianism, the crypto-political type we found to
be most common, emphasizes a form of economic libertarianism.
Furthermore, the connotations of “conservative” and “liberal” vary
significantly by geographic region, so the question may have been
interpreted differently across respondents based on their country of
residence.

The correlation of the constructed political axis with the first
principal component–a commonly-used, well-validated
axis–suggests a primacy of political variation in explaining
patterns of responses. Furthermore, the existence of differences in
the distribution of beliefs between self-identified political
orientations indicates that traditional political ideologies have
some bearing on how participants relate to blockchain
technology. For example, the “left-of-center” group articulated
distinct beliefs about economic opportunity, fairness of wealth
distribution, privacy, and the growth of crypto (Q11–13, Q6, and
Q9), suggesting that left-of-center respondents are more likely to
apply more community-oriented multi-stakeholder values to the
blockchain ecosystem. The “non-aligned” group, on the other hand,
articulated distinct beliefs about gender equity and government
regulation (Q15 and Q5), suggesting this group is more clearly
defined by lower trust in existing government institutions2. This
lower approval of government regulation suggests that those who
identified as neither left-of-center nor right-of-center are more likely
to position themselves as separate from existing political and
governance systems entirely. It also aligns with variation we
identified in attitudes about blockchain governance. Differences
in opinion between maximizing on-chain governance and
empowering off-chain stakeholders seem to map onto broader
political attitudes about the role of government in citizens’ lives,
with greater tolerance of state governments aligning with increased
openness to a role for off-chain processes in blockchain governance.

We are interested in understanding the extent to which the
characteristics of developers and users of specific blockchains are
distinctive of each blockchain. Critics like David Golumbia have
argued that Bitcoin, both in its design and ideological constitution, is
principally a conservative movement interested strictly in Bitcoin’s
record of gaining value (Golumbia, 2016). Those observations were
not made in opposition to Ethereum or any other blockchain,

although Ethereum had been live for a year at the time of
Golumbia’s writing. Our findings indicate that in fact, there are
few differences between Bitcoin and Ethereum users. However,
differences in technical implementation between Bitcoin and
Ethereum may relate to differences in opinion on their
governance. Unlike Bitcoin, which has limited support for
transactions other than money transfers, Ethereum as an
infrastructure enables the developing and building of various
applications and projects. The broader set of use cases for
Ethereum may lead its users to believe a broader set of
stakeholders should be involved in its governance. Furthermore,
Ethereum affiliation was associated with a greater sensitivity to
perceived socioeconomic inequity, which may relate to
differences in how the blockchains are used alongside other
technology. In Ethereum ecosystems, users linking their own
blockchain activity to other personally-identifying information,
such as Discord handles or Twitter accounts, is not uncommon;
more research is needed to understand whether lower rates of
anonymity relate to greater awareness of actual or perceived
social demographics.

Communities organized around crypto are proving to be a
laboratory for new ways that humans can organize collective
action, but are not operating in a historical vacuum: It appears
that some patterns observed in early users of other internet
technologies have arisen or continue to appear in the blockchain
context as well. To complement this sociological work, further
anthropological research could shed some light on the extent to
which the economic and political beliefs held by participants in
crypto echo the ideologies of two earlier movements: the
cryptographic hacker and open-source software communities.
The distribution of responses relating to fair rewards for
developer teams and the utility of hard work and in crypto
indicates that meritocratic values are prevalent; meritocracy may
play a similar role in blockchain ecosystems, themselves often open
source, as it has in prior open source and hacker communities
(Gabriella Coleman, 2013; Dunbar-Hester, 2019). Privacy has been
at the forefront of concerns in the development of internet
technologies since the cypherpunks (Hughes, 1993) and remains
prevalent in blockchain (Brunton, 2020). Further research is needed
to understand how these values compare to those of open-source
software communities and early adopters of the internet or how they
may have changed over time as cryptocurrencies become more
mainstream.

6 Limitations

6.1 Survey methodology

Selection bias may arise given that the random sample
assumption is limited by how the survey was distributed. In
particular, since the survey was opt-in, people with stronger and
potentially more extreme opinions may have been more motivated
to complete the survey. Also, the survey was made available only in
English, and so is likely not representative of the full geographic
distribution of users of blockchain technologies. Presentation of
some preliminary findings prior to finalizing data collection may
also have influenced some respondents. Additionally, we do not

2 We refer in this work to respondents who chose to identify as neither left-
of-center nor right-of-center as “non-aligned”. We choose this term in
contrast to a term such as “apolitical” in a nod to ideas of political
agnosticism developed by ethnographers in observing open-source
communities (Gabriella Coleman, 2013).
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have a guarantee of uniqueness of each respondent; moreover, the
two recruitment strategies we used may have motivated respondents
to provide multiple responses.

In choosing the wording of each question and answer choice, we
made an effort to mitigate response bias. Still, we have identified some
limitations in interpreting questions based on the wording of the
questions. Q5 may have had an insufficient distinction between the
two most commonly-selected choices. In answering Q14, respondents
who selected “Keep on doing what we’re doing” may have rejected the
premise of the question rather than believed this was a way to achieve
the stated goal. Additionally, while we intended Q15 to refer to
perceptions of gender inequity in participation or compensation
within crypto, the wording of the choices may have been too vague.

Further demographic information would be valuable context for
interpreting some questions. Future work could include a question on
the geographic location of respondents, where local regulations and
political attitudes would inform amore detailed analysis of questions on
national government regulation and political affiliation. This affects
several of our design choices, and interacts with our approach to
political types. Interpretation of question 18 on political self-
identification, and of the assigned political types, is similarly limited
by differences in how terms such as “liberal” and “conservative” are
understood across the world. For example, given our international
audience, the location of a political “center” along a left-right axis can
vary greatly by country, with those in the “center” in the United States,
where the Pew Research Center typology was developed, being most
similar in ideology to those who might be identified on the “right” or
“left” in other parts of the world. Future work will be more careful in
basing analysis of such a global phenomenon on instruments calibrated
to a single country, shallowly by grouping respondents by country or
region, or more substantively by explicitly modeling more fundamental
country-level differences in received political spectra. Such deeper work
may help us account for those counter-intuitive results that defy familiar
American political alignments, such as our finding that left-of-center
respondents aremore likely than those right-of-center to believe that the
crypto ecosystem is fair to participants (see Q10–Q12).

Going further, the political types that we introduced to motivate
participation in the survey will require more formal development
and elaboration in future work. We did not validate it with self-
reports, and our attempts to support it through data-driven analysis
(reported in the Supplement) only supported it in the broadest
strokes. For this reason, we did not base any deeper contingency
table or interaction analysis on our types, despite our access to a
sample large enough to justify such analyses.

6.2 Analysis

To be able to use PCA for the discrete data, we one-hot encoded
specific choices. While PCA is generally better suited to continuous
data than Boolean data, we find that in this context the results were
cleanly interpretable. We also chose not to include null responses as
an additional coded choice for feature selection or factor analysis.
While this does result in using only a subset of the responses and
potentially removing relevant information about respondents’
beliefs, it prevents the null responses from receiving artificially
high importance due to their relative rarity and bypasses the
difficulty in interpreting the null response.

7 Conclusion

In this work, we have introduced a new survey of blockchain
users’ political, economic, and governance opinions with respect to
crypto. Based on 3,710 survey responses, we find that users were
spread across a variety of perceptions of the distribution of economic
power, normative beliefs about the distribution of power in
governance, and opinions on the role of external regulation of
crypto, though they were broadly in agreement that crypto has a
net-positive impact on the world. Equal numbers of respondents
self-identified as liberal or non-aligned, while only about a third as
many respondents self-identified as conservative; this self-reported
political affiliation was associated with differences in opinions on
most questions, but especially on economic fairness, decision-
making power, and how to obtain favorable regulation. In
contrast, we observed few differences in opinions between
respondents affiliated with Bitcoin and with Ethereum, except on
issues of blockchain governance and regulation and on personal
attitudes towards crypto. While the full field of beliefs elides neat
interpretation in terms of underlying factors, we found that the
existence of a political dimension was supported both by a theory-
driven construct and by a common, well-validated analytical
method (PCA).

While this dataset is an important step towards
understanding the distribution of crypto users’ beliefs about
blockchain technology and its utility, open questions remain
as to why users believe what they do about crypto and how
their beliefs match up with reality. For example, considering the
question of who should have decision-making authority over a
blockchain: Is the large-minority opinion that token-holding
voters should control a blockchain underlied by a belief that
minimizing human input to governance will make it more
efficient and less flawed? Is there a disconnect between the
common normative beliefs of what should be happening in
cryptogovernance and which types of stakeholders actually can
and do participate in governance of major blockchains?
Obtaining an accurate understanding of the economic
functions that blockchain fulfills for its users and the extent to
which users are polarized on key issues of blockchain governance
could help developers, lawmakers, and regulators of blockchain
technology act more effectively.

Although our research found only a few instances where
affiliation with a specific blockchain was associated with
differences in beliefs, further research is needed to better
understand whether specific architectures or ecosystems within
crypto (including newer chains, Layer 2 protocols, or even large
DAOs) differ in the values or goals embedded in them. Future
interdisciplinary work could shed some light on the extent to
which participants have common understandings of core
signifiers such as decentralization and autonomy (Schneider,
2019), as well as the broader question of why differences
between ecosystems may exist.

Our findings represent a temporal snapshot of ecosystems that
are continuously evolving in response to fluctuating cryptocurrency
markets and changing regulatory environments. Given that our
work takes inspiration from the long-running Pew political
survey, we see the need for a regular survey of cryptopolitical
sentiment, with an added demographic panel. By identifying
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what stays constant and what changes over time across–and
within–ecosystems, a recurring survey could facilitate the
description and comparison of ideologies and modes of
participation in crypto as it evolves.
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